"Then I beheld all the Work of God, that a man cannot find
out the Work that is done under the sun: because though a
man labour to seek It out, yet he shall not find It; yea
farther; Though A Wise Man Think To Know It, yet shall
he not be able to find It." Ecclesiastes 8:17 KJV
Einstein believed in God, and admitted his belief tempered
his calculations. “I want to know how God created this
world. I am not interested in this or that phenomenon, in the
spectrum of this or that element. I want to know His
thoughts; the rest are details.” Einstein believed in God, but
looked in all the wrong places for what God was thinking.
God’s Word reveals to us that which God would have us
know. An infinite God cannot be fully known by a finite man! “Let the wicked forsake his way, and the
unrighteous man his thoughts: and let him return unto the LORD, and He Will Have Mercy upon him; and to our
God, for He Will Abundantly Pardon. For My Thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways My Ways,’
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Saith the LORD.” Scientists have searched for a Unified Field Theory since Einstein’s E=M C . Theoretically, the
Unified Field Theory would unify all laws of physics in one equation. Scientists now have a theory that the
smallest particles of matter are “strings” of energy, vibrations of only energy with no mass and are at the very heart
of all matter. Seems a lot like Sound, the Voice of God, to me. The Reverberations of the Voice of God “Spoke” in
the Beginning, “Let There Be, and It Was So, and It Was Very Good!” However, no secular scientist would ever
go on record with that analogy. “For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the WORD of God the heavens
were of old, and the earth standing out of the water and in the water: But the heavens and the earth, which are
now, by the same WORD Are Kept in store, Reserved unto fire against the Day of Judgment and perdition of
ungodly men.” They revere and respect God’s Laws, but deny HIS Existence. I will go on record, with the
authority of the Word of God and say that scientists will never discover a Unified Field Theory! They can scratch
their heads until they’re bald, and spend hours and billions of dollars, but it will not happen! They purposely leave
out the KEY to the puzzle, God’s Word. “Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools, and even as they
did not like to retain God in their knowledge, God Gave them over to a reprobate mind (abandoned in sin/lost to
virtue or grace).” Pride in their own intellect and reason blinds them to Truth. They are “sure” that they can
“figure it out!” It reminds me of the group of blind men examining an elephant. One felt the tail and said, “It is
surely like a rope.” One felt the trunk and said, “It is surely like a snake.” One felt the leg and said, “It is surely
like a tree.” God’s Word told us the earth was round long before men “discovered” it. “Have ye not known? Have
ye not heard? Hath it not been told you from the beginning? Have ye not understood from the foundations of the
earth? It is [God] that sitteth upon the CIRCLE OF THE EARTH.” If Columbus had listened to the “scientists,” he
never would have sailed. Without Truth, all men are blind. Remember Satan’s first question? “Hast God Said?”
Don’t reject Truth just because it is questioned. Doubt is the cornerstone of unbelief!
The mind of men can never know,
The cause of wonders here below,
Unless he first, to God, returns,
And lets not faith and Truth be spurned. –CGP
Children simply believe and act. “Why” is the one annoying question they are really good at asking. Even Christ
asked “Why?” while dying on the cross, but no answer is recorded. Christ obeyed anyway; our example. If you
promise a child ice cream, they not only expect it, they fret, pester, and whine to expedite its arrival. God wants
child-likeness, not childishness. Child-like faith is the key that unlocks the heart of God!
"But Jesus Said, ‘Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come unto Me: for of such is the Kingdom of
Heaven." Matthew 19:14 KJV

